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1. What does Matt's dorky roommate Ernie have an extensive knowledge about?

2. When Matt gets into a big confrontation with the rival bands, band leader, Brandon, what challenge does 
he accept, having no idea what the challenge is?

3. During the duel, Brandon plays the snare drum. What does Matt play?

4. In the second round of the duel, Brandon is the heavy favourite and Matt walks away humiliated. As 
Brandon is about to be declared the official winner, Matt comes back playing WHAT instrument to the tune 
of PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC?

5. WHO is revealed to have been a friend of Matt's in 8th grade, but had a falling out after Matt started to 
act like his older brother?

6. Matt comes to realise that following in WHOSE footsteps is not a good idea, and deletes all the videos that 
he recorded at band camp?

7. Matt enlists the help of the band to help Elyse get WHAT back, something that Stifler accidentally made 
her lose in the final days of band camp?

8. Matt forged a scholarship letter on his computer that he sent to WHOSE house?

9. When Elyse was dropped off at Robards Conservatory she was told WHAT about the letter she gave to the 
lady at the front desk? 

10. Matt arrives at Robards Conservatory playing his bagpipes, and after Elyse expresses her anger with him, the 
rest of the band is revealed and start playing what?

11. When Dr. Choi and her assistant come out to see what the noise is about she mistakenly believes that the 
entire event has been orchestrated by Elyse and is sufficiently impressed to give her WHAT?

12. When Elyse thanks Matt and hugs him, Matt gives back her piccolo. What did Matt originally believe the 
piccolo to be?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Spy Camera's and Technology
2. A duel
3. The triangle
4. The Bagpipes
5. Elyse
6. His brother's, Steve

7. Scholarship to the Robards Conservatory
8. Elyse's House
9. The letter is fake
10. A song that Elyse wrote
11. The scholarship
12. A Dildo
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